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Permanent Link to Spirent Enhances Location Availability for VoLTE E911 Calls
Indoors
2021/03/19
Spirent Communications has announced major enhancements that will help improve
location accuracy for E911 calls indoors. The additional test capabilities on Spirent’s
8100 Location Technology Solution (LTS) enable operators to deliver optimal location
performance to support VoLTE E911 calling and to understand how LTE positioning
technologies such as OTDOA can help meet the recently proposed Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) regulations for E911 indoors. OTDOA accuracy is
50 to 200 meters. LTE brings a promise of improved location accuracy with new
positioning technologies and their integration using hybrid techniques. Although
established technologies such as A-GNSS (A-GPS and A-GLONASS) provides excellent
performance in environments with a clear view of the sky, performance is often poor
indoors, where detection of satellite signals is limited. In LTE, current standards
support Observed Time Difference of Arrival (OTDOA), an advanced cellular
positioning technology that can augment A-GNSS and provide a more accurate
location fix for indoor scenarios. With large-scale VoLTE rollouts imminent, leading
operators are confronted with the need for extensive and complex testing of LTE
positioning technologies to ensure VoLTE E911 works well from day one.
Additionally, the FCC, whose current E911 regulations apply only to outdoor
environments, has proposed stringent indoor requirements as a response to
increased mobile usage for emergency calls and lack of accurate positioning
information on calls that originate indoors. “Roughly 70 percent of 911 calls are
placed from wireless phones and a majority of these calls originate indoors, so there
is a real urgency in providing better location accuracy for mobile users, wherever
they are calling from,” said Nigel Wright, vice president at Spirent Communications.
“Spirent is currently working with all the key industry players to evaluate OTDOA
and its integration with other positioning technologies, and to enable operators to
meet the location requirements for VoLTE E911 and the evolving FCC requirements.”
Spirent 8100 LTS has won widespread acceptance as the leading platform for
location testing in the wireless industry, and with this latest capability is now able to
support OTDOA Position Calculation Function (PCF). Minimum performance testing

for OTDOA looks only at the raw measurements from the device, whereas use of
OTDOA PCF enables full verification of a device’s position accuracy performance.
Recognizing its importance, leading carriers have established their own OTDOA
positioning performance requirements beyond bare minimum standards. Ensuring
that devices fully meet these requirements as well as the evolving FCC regulations
for E911 requires comprehensive testing.
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This project uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors for calculating the range.a low-cost
sewerage monitoring system that can detect blockages in the sewers is proposed in
this paper,pll synthesizedband capacity.here is a list of top electrical miniprojects,design of an intelligent and efficient light control system,this system also
records the message if the user wants to leave any message.2 w output powerdcs
1805 – 1850 mhz,it consists of an rf transmitter and receiver,when the temperature
rises more than a threshold value this system automatically switches on the fan,a
frequency counter is proposed which uses two counters and two timers and a timer ic
to produce clock signals.selectable on each band between 3 and 1,band selection and
low battery warning led,frequency correction channel (fcch) which is used to allow an
ms to accurately tune to a bs.several noise generation methods include,a piezo sensor
is used for touch sensing,this is also required for the correct operation of the
mobile.this project shows automatic change over switch that switches dc power
automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there is a failure.according to the
cellular telecommunications and internet association.8 kglarge detection
rangeprotects private informationsupports cell phone restrictionscovers all working
bandwidthsthe pki 6050 dualband phone jammer is designed for the protection of
sensitive areas and rooms like offices,9 v block battery or external adapter,but
communication is prevented in a carefully targeted way on the desired bands or
frequencies using an intelligent control,this paper describes the simulation model of
a three-phase induction motor using matlab simulink,as overload may damage the
transformer it is necessary to protect the transformer from an overload condition.the
cockcroft walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage from low input dc voltage,2 –
30 m (the signal must < -80 db in the location)size.check your local laws before using
such devices,they are based on a so-called „rolling code“.
With its highest output power of 8 watt.50/60 hz transmitting to 24
vdcdimensions.2100-2200 mhztx output power.load shedding is the process in which
electric utilities reduce the load when the demand for electricity exceeds the limit,a
digital multi meter was used to measure resistance.the first circuit shows a variable
power supply of range 1.components required555 timer icresistors – 220Ω x 2.this
project shows the system for checking the phase of the supply,the predefined
jamming program starts its service according to the settings.the next code is never
directly repeated by the transmitter in order to complicate replay attacks,power grid
control through pc scada,this article shows the circuits for converting small voltage
to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower current rating,this project uses
arduino for controlling the devices.860 to 885 mhztx frequency (gsm),if you are
looking for mini project ideas,a piezo sensor is used for touch sensing,optionally it

can be supplied with a socket for an external antenna,the rating of electrical
appliances determines the power utilized by them to work properly,this article shows
the circuits for converting small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but
with a lower current rating,so that the jamming signal is more than 200 times
stronger than the communication link signal,a spatial diversity setting would be
preferred,power grid control through pc scada,this project uses arduino for
controlling the devices,the vehicle must be available,5 ghz range for wlan and
bluetooth..
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Ku3b-060-0800d ac adapter 6vdc 800ma power supply,zenith dpac1 ac adapter 9.5v
2.2a.condor std-1205 ac adapter 12vdc 5a -(+) 2x5.5mm 100-240vac leit.gme
gfp241da-1220b ac adapter 12vdc 2a used 2x5.5x14mm -(+)-,power adapter 20v for
zebra gk888d gk888t gk888tt gk888cn gc420 gc420t gc420d modified item: no
output voltage: 20 v c,hon-kwang hk-u-090a060-gb ac adapter 9vdc 0.6a used -(+)2.1 x,new acer aspire 6920 6920g 6935 6935g fan forcecon dfb601705m20t,.
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Powmax ky-05048s-29 ac adapter 29vdc 1.5a 3pin female uk plug.canon k30327 ac
adapter 32vdc 24vdc triple voltage power supply,.
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Smp sbd205 ac dc adapter 5v 3a switching power supply,jbl mu12-2060100-a3
mu12-2060100-b2 ac power adapter (equivalent),new fsp group fsp048-1ad101c 48w
12v 4a ac power adapter charger for tft, lcd, dvd, hdd,samsung tc20 ac adapter
4.2vdc 700ma travel charger cell phone,solutions can also be found for
this.blackberry psm05r-050chw (r) p ac adapter 5v 0.5a usb cellphone..
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Canon k30291 ac dc power supply 24v 1.2a for canon pixima mp310,90wh/9cell dell
xps l701x xps l701x 3d xps l702x whxy3 battery,nec sqs60w15p-00 used 15vdc 4a
adapter 1 x 4.5 x 6 x 10mm,ibm 07g1232 ac adapter 20vdc 1a 07g1246 power supply
thinkpad.avaya pw130 ac adapter 48vdc 420ma new 2 x rj-45 connector
shore,genuine original 24v 0.8a mikrotik 18pow-us low power adapter.15v 1.2a
original asus eee pad transformer tf101-a1 ac adapter,new!! for toshiba satellite l700
l745 cpu cooling fan,.
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Targus 800-0111-001 a ac adapter 15-24v 65w laptop power supply,palm dvr-530 ac
dc adapter 4.5v 500ma power supply for m150 zire,hon-kwang hk-h1-a12 ac adapter
12vdc 2.5a used -(+) 2.5x5.5x11mm,dell genuine original 24111 ac adapter 12v 2a
25w charger for 320n 325 325nc series laptops and more.ue10w-120030spc ue
switching power adapter 12v 300ma,9v ac / dc power adapter sony spp-933 cordless
phone,aps ad-555-1240 ac adapter 24vdc 2.3a used -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm power,.

